Masters of Deception and
by
Frederic E. Church

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of
the field which the Lord God had made (Gen 3:1).
And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on
the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto
them,
That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that
they were fair; and they took the wives of all which
they chose.
And the Lord said, My spirit shall not always
strive with man, for that he also is flesh:
yet his
days shall be an hundred and twenty years.
There were giants in the earth in those days; and
also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the
same became mighty men which were of old, men of
renown (Gen. 6: 1-4).
And the angels which kept their first estate, but left
their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting
chains under darkness unto the judgement of the great
day.
Even as Sodom and Gomorrha and the cities about them in
like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and
going after strange flesh,
are set forth for an
examaple, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire (Jude

6-7).
And the whole earth was of one language, and of
one speech.
And it came to pass, as they journeyed from the
east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar;
and they dwelt there.
And they said one to another,
Go to,
let us make
brick, and burn them throughly.
And they had brick for
stone, and slime had they for morter.
And they said, Go to,let us build us a city and a
tower whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us make
us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of
the whole world.
And the Lord came down to see the city and the
tower, which the children of men builded.
And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and
they have all one language; and this they begin to do:
and now nothing will be restrained from them, which
they have imagined to do.
Go to,
let us go down, and there confound their
language that they may not understand one another's
speech.
So the LORD scattered them abroad from thence upon
the face of all the earth: and they left off to build
the city (Gen. 11: 1-8).

... and there is no new thing under the sun (Ecc.

1:9).

But as the days of Noe were. so shall also the
coming of the Son of man be (Mathew 24:37).
And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the
Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth and
shall destroy with the brightness of his coming:
Even him, whose coming is after the working of
Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders.
And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in
them that perish; because they received not the love of
the truth. that they might be saved.
And for this cause God shall send them strong
delusion. that they should believe a lie (II. Thess.
2:8-11).
And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals,
and I heard. as it were the noise of thunder. one of
the four beasts saying, Come and see.
And I saw. and behold a white horse: and he that
sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him:
and he went forth conquering, and to conquer ...
And there went out another horse that was red: and
power was given to him that sat thereon to take peace
from the earth. and that they should kill one another:
and there was given unto him a great sword ...
And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the
third beast say, Come and see.
And I beheld, and 10 a
black horse; and he that sat on him had a pair of
balances in his hand.
And I looked. and behold a pale horse: and his
name that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed with
him.
And power was given unto them over the fourth
part of the earth, to kill with sword. and with hunger,
and with death, and with the beasts of the earth (Rev
6:1-8) .
.. . and power was given him over all kindreds and
tongues and nations.
And all that dwell upon the earth shall worship
him, whose names are not written in the book of life of
the Lamb slain from the foundations of the world.
And he had power to give life into the image of
the beast, that the image of the beast should both
speak. and cause that as many as would not worship the
image of the beast should be killed.
And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and
poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right

hand. or in their foreheads:
And that no man might buy or sell, save he that
had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number
of his name.
Here is wisdom.
Let him that hath understanding
count the number of the beast: for it is the number of
a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and
six (Rev. 13).
And there came one of the seven angels which had the
seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me, Come
hither;
I will shew unto thee the judgement of the
great whore that sitteth upon many waters.
With whom the kings of the earth have commited
fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been
made drunk with the wine of her fornication.
So he carried me away in the spirit into the
wilderness:
and I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet
coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having
seven heads and ten horns.
And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet
colour, and decked with gold and precious stones and
pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication:
And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY,
BABYLON
THE
GREAT,
THE
MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND
ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH (Rev. 17: 1-5) .
.. . we henceforth be no more children tossed to and fro,
and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the
sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they
lie in wait to decieve (Eph. 4:14).
Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and
vain deciet, after the tradition of men, after the
rudiments of the world, and not after Christ (Col.
2:8).
Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter
times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to
seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils;
Speaking lies in hypocrisy;
having their conscience
searaed with a hot iron (1 Tim. 4: 1-2).
This know also, that in the last days perilous times
shall come.
For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous,
boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents,
unthankful, unholy,
Without
natural
affection,
trucebreakers,
false
accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that
are good,
Traitors, heady, hihminded, lovers of pleasures more

than lovers of God ...
Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge
of the truth .
... so do these also resist the truth:
men of corrupt
minds, repobate concerning the faith ...
But evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse,
decieving, and being decieved (II Tim. 3: 1-13).
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of
the darkness
of
this
world,
against spiritual
wickedness in high places (Eph. 6:12).

All Bible quotations are from the King James Bible.

Babylon and the Tower of Babel

"Grandpa!

Grandpa!

I caught another one!" yelled Eber.

"You are a good fisherman, son.
have plenty

of fish

for the

for the celebration
goddess of

of

small cakes

go home

now?

We

Besides, we must get ready

the

queen

of

heaven

and our

If we are late your mother is going to be

She has

while we

don't we

table.

Ishtar,

fertility.

mad at both of us.

Why

been busy

are out

coloring eggs

and baking

here having fun ripping lips.

We

need to help your father go get the wood so that he can build the
crosses for
Eber.

the sacrifices."

"Aw, do we have to go now?" asked

"No arguments," I replied.

good day.

fish and

now!" I

exclaimed.

It was a

fishing rods

and proceeded

Nimrod and

25?"

"And what

his wife

IIMany years

Semiramis.

us,

occurred.
that she

and

we

mourned

Semiramis, his
had been

"And what

about ... "

"Hold on

ago I

knew a

great man,

his

boar.
death.

wife, became

He was

a leader, a

However, a miracle

pregnant.

She told us

impregnated by Nimrod through the rays of the

She had a son whose

December 25.

to go

One day, a sad thing happened.

Nimrod was killed while hunting wild
to

Eber

"I can only answer one question at a time."

We started to walk home.

sun.

up.

"Grandpa," asked Eber, "what is Ishtar about?"

about Sun-Day on December

god

I got

The river was calm and we caught plenty of fish.

and I collected our
home.

Slowly

Tammuz

name

was

Tammuz.

He

was

born on

was worshipped as the Sun-god as a result.

And, of course, Semiramis changed
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her

name

to

Ishtar.

As a

result

we

celebrate

Nimrod's

death, buriel, and resurrection.

Because Tammuz's name began with a
sacrifices in

honor of

him.

T,

we

use

the

crosses for

Because the Sun-god gives life, it

is required to sacrifice human life to appease him."
the evergreen

tree we put up on December 25?" asked Eber.

is a good question, son.
over

When Nimrod died, Semiramis

evergreen

tree

answered.

"Wow!" exclaimed Eber.

Eber.

"What about

"Well, sort

his

grave

of," I

with him during our

to

planted an

symbolize eternal life," I

"And you

answered.

great space

knew Nimrod?" asked

"Actually I was involved

program in

those days.

were wonderful times until the invasion from outer space."
happened?" asked Eber.
you?" I
days?"

replied.

"I just want to know.

What happened in those

ended with

long time.

sadness and

he went looking for his mother.
Eber's questions

old.

with

Actually we had been

Those

a

I

were exciting times,

confusion.
He was

We were now home.

proud of

his fish and

I proceeded to clean the fish.

haunted me.

and I had become very
advanced,

"What

questions today. aren"t

Eber had forgotten his questions.

highly

Those

"You are full of

I thought for a

but they

"That

It had

had

great

seen
future

deceived, not

been a long time ago,
a

come

only by

space brothers. or gods as some thought.

great civilization,
to a sudden end.

Nimrod, but

by the

We had become servants,

slaves, breeders of a new order of beings called Rephaim, giants.
We were

to build a New World Order.

nothing could stop us.
was etched

in our

You

memories.

see, the

We were all one.
great flood

Together,

of Noah still

We must never be destroyed in the
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future, as had occurred in the
brothers, the

past.

According

to

the space

flood was a result of a cosmic war in the heavens.

They survived, and wanted us to survive any future catastrophy as
well. They

came back

to earth to give us knowledge, and to help

us advance as a great people.
breed a

new race

of beings,

flood.

They gave

us much

They

took some

just as

of our

they had

knowledge.

women to

done before the

Of course,

some of our

knowledge came from Noah, as he thought fit to teach his sons and
grandsons some of the technologies from the previous civilization
that was

destroyed by

the flood.
So

called, were highly advanced.
into space

and even

gone wrong.

The Atlanteans, as they were
advanced, that

had colonized Mars.

A galactic war

between

the

they had gone

However, something had
gods

resulted

in the

destruction of this great civilization.
I was

one of

the many

scientists from

world recruited to help build the Tower of
become a

great city

as a

result.

Baylon.

We were to reach

space brothers.

been built.

The

this New

rocket was

World Order.

in place.

going to stop us now. The launch was set for the next
as the

With

with Nimrod as leader, and with the Rephaims guiding

us, we almost succeeded in building
tower had

We

Bel, the father of Nimrod and founder of

Babylon was the one who had contacted the
their help,

Babylon had

It was an exciting time.

were here to build an enormous launch facility.
into the heavens again.

allover the known

The

Nothing was
day.

Just

final preparations were being made, an alarm was sounded.

An invasion from outer space was

coming, the
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space brothers had

warned us.

They

hurried into

for combat.

Fear spread across

developing scenario.

the

Our space brothers

the depths

of space.

at our

hum.

project.

Then came

earthquakes.

The

Everyone

land began

between the

lands.

tower.

We

ran

More fear!

split.

for cover.

fear.

What?

get a

What was

There were

We shouted to each
I

didn't understand

speaking in languages unfamiliar to me.
into many

The earth reeled.

amazement.

pieces.

Some of

fruitless.

The sea boiled

All of us ran.
us could

Others we couldn't understand.

communicated, but it was

and they

Suddenly, a ray shot out of one of

to separate

at each other in
other.

was

were defeated,

The ground began to

other in confusion and in
anyone!

witnessed the

a shrill noise, a type of electromagnetic

The ground shook.

enormous

we

The victors came down to

the space ships and destroyed the
happening?

as

The Rephaims fled from the city

into the surrounding wilderness.
closer look

city

In the sky appeared other flying machines.

A battle broke out.
fled into

their flying machines to prepare

We looked

understand each

Through sign language we

We

were

forced

to leave,

each group of people going their own way.
Years
quickly

had

from

survival.

passed.
our

The

memories.

knowledge
All

we

could

had began to fade
think

about was

We wandered for several years and finally settled down

to build a new community, a new nation.
same.

we

Eventually, because

occasionally warred

we didn't

with each

other.

The others had

done the

understand each other, we
Many of

us were bitter.

Someday, we swore, we would build a New World Order. Someday, the
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gods would return as they had promised us.
"We'll be back!
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underworld; Anemis, the heavenly huntress; and
Heracles, father of Telephus, the legendary founder
of Pergamon, are included as well. The struggle is
between the forces of darkness-the giants-and
ttie spirits of light.
[n the four panels reproduced in Figure 73,
Z~~l~..seen, appropriately, in combat with no less
th.il!} . three titans at once. His powerful figure ,
wrapped in a swirling mantle, is rearing back to
smite the giants with his spear and thunderbolts.
While most of Zeus's right ann is missing, his hand is
seen in the upper left com er of the panel. The titan
in the lower left has already been overcome by a
thunderbolt, which is shown as a pointed spear with
a handle of aca nthus leaves. The second giant is on
the other side, his body tense with terro r before the
blow falls. [n the slab to the right, P~)fphyrion , king
.
.

he shields himself with a lion skin from both Zeus's
eagle above a nd the thunderbolts that the mighty
god is about to hurl.
Next comes the fine group depicting the pan
played by Athena, protectress of the city (Fig. 74).
Her figure is shown in the second slab. Bearing a
shield on her left arm, she grasps a winged giant by
the hair with her right and forces him to ea rth, where
her sacred serpent can inflict the monal wounti: A
moment of pathos is provided by the giant's mother,
the earth goddess Gaea, who is seen as a torso rising
from the ground . Though she is on the side of the
gods, the earth mother implores Athena with her
eyes to spare the life of her rebellious son. Gaea's attributes are seen in the horn of plenty she carries in
her left hand, a cornucopia filled with the rich fruits
of the ea nh-a pples, pomegranates, and grapes with

Evidences For Pre-history Technology

We really know very little about man's past.
based on

unproven theories

Man's

past is

such as the evolutionary philosophy.

There are absolutely no facts supporting the theory of evolution.
Evolution is

based on

faith, not

facts.

Richard E. Leakey, a

well-known anthropologist stated in his book Origins:
If we are honest we have to face the fact that we shall
never truly know.
We can guess, and the broad research
approach encompassing study of the ancient and the
modern is
beginning to
give those guesses some
substance.
But even if our guesses were absolutely
right, there is no one to say, yes you have the correct
answer!
Inescapably, it is a matter of faith (84).
Many scientists have written books showing the shear lack of
evidence for

the theory

of evolution.

They have shown the many

evidences supporting creation and the world wide flood(s)
recorded

in

the

book

evidences are not allowed
they

usually

are

of

Genesis.
to be

ignored

by

However,

presented in
the

by

as was

law, these

high schools, and

"higher"

institutions

of

"education. "
The

evidence

for

advanced

historical times is ignored.

cultures

existing

before

"Archeology has been defined as the

science concerned with unearthing the

rubbish

of

the

past and

reburying it under a new rubbish of theory" (Gaddis 7).
In
published

the
by

book
the

Chariots
Bible

of

the

Science

following statement was made:
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Gods?

Fantasy

Association

of

or

Fraud?

Canada,

the

The early post-deluge peoples were not savages.
They
retained much of the ante-diluvial world's science and
skill, as
suggested by the remarkable scientific
accuracy of the Bible.
This knowledge was slowly lost
down through the years until regained during the last
300 to 400 years (qtd in Lewis 86).
It

must

be

understood

that

there

have

been

many

catastrophies in the past as the controversial scientist Immanuel
Velikovsky has proven in
recorded

two

destructive

Genesis 7 thru 9).
buried under

his

controversial

world

books.

wide floods (Genesis 1: 1-9 and

The result was that many

artifacts have been

many feet of water, mud, and lava.

wrote in his book

The Bible

Before Columbus:

Cryus

Links Between

H. Gordan

the Old World

and Ancient America:
Mesopotamia cherished a tradition that at the dawn of
civilization, long before any period of history known
to us, science stood at a level from which historic man
has fallen.
Oannes brought from the sea knowledge and
technology above
anything achieved
(or, for that
matter, achievable) by Sumer, Babylonia, Assyria or
classical Greek antiquity (qtd. in Gaddis 19).
Gordon

gives

evidence

that

there was a civilization that

preceeded what we consider classical civilizations,

and that the

science and technology of those civilizations were inherited from
earlier civilizations of which we know nothing about.
There is just no evidence for the beginnings of the Egyptian
civilization

and

Mesopotamia

civilization.

They seem to have

appeared without any previous transitional stages.

Evidences of

their culture appear to be shared world wide, especially in South
and Central America.
When we study
beginnings

from

recent
infancy.

history,

we

usually

can

trace its

However, with the Egyptians we know
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only their maturity and their decline.
vague and

are only

based on theories.

head of the famous expedition which
Amon said, "We do not know Egypt:
thinking we do"

source.

found the

tomb of Tut-ankh-

we only deceive ourselves into

evidence that

other cultures
For example,

same name

Professor Howard Carter,

(Kolosimo 234).

There is very strong
and many

Their beginnings are very

as the

the Greeks,

the Mayans

inherited their knowledge from the same

today the

Mayans.

constellation Scorpius

has the

Other names of the constellation were

shared with ancient Mexico, Greece, Babylon, Egypt and China.
Concerning the constellation names,

Giorgio de

Santillana wrote

in his book The Origins of Scientific Thought:
They were repeated without question substantially the
same from Mexico to Africa and Polynesia--and have
remained with us to this day (qtd in Gaddis 26).
Obviously, there must have been a common source.
The ancient civilizations which flourished on all the
continents undeniably have traits in common, traits
which speak to us unequivocally of a single matrix, of
very remote links, still living even if unknown to the
bearers of those cultures, which were without doubt the
heirs of other cultures still greater and more remote
(Kolosimo 41).
The early

pre-flood man

flood man lived a long
discovered science

and the first generations of post-

time.

This

and technology

allowed

to the

by way

of Noah

and his

and passed

family.

many early records of early man have not survived.
paper

decays

as

time

passes.
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to

pass on

next generation.

knowledge of the antediluvians was recorded
post-flood man

them

The

onto the

Unfortunately,
Parchment and

Eventually, even our own books

will decay after many years have passed.
long time.
the

Thus,

many stone

false idea that man

However, stone

artifacts survive.

was

too

primitive

to

lasts a

This presents
use

any other

mediums with which to write.
True archeaological

science has

proven that

early man was

highly advanced.
Ancient man had vast amounts of knowledge about our
world.
Some ancient technologies may have surpassed
our own.
They were excellent astronomers.
Medical
practices in some cultures included brain surgery.
They were
capable
in
architecture, mathematics,
agronomy,
and
animal
husbandry.
Creative and
documentary writing has been shown to have been used
very early in history. There is very good evidence to
show that a worldwide trade economy existed at the time
of the Phoenicians and perhaps even before.
This
included the New World.
We have to readjust our
thinking about ancient man s level of economic and
scientific development (Lewis 86).
Vincent H. Gaddis, in his
Mysteries,

presented

many

science and technology.
these,

evidences

book

American

evidences

for

Indian

Myths and

advanced

prehistory

Many other authors have, also.

are

ignored

However,

or hidden from the public, often

intentionally.
Gaddis

shows

that

15,000

approximately

to

there

was

20,000

a

coexistence

years

ago.

of cultures

At the time when

Magdalenian cave men in Europe wore hides and hunted with spears,
the

rock

France)

drawings
reveal

petticoats,

a

boots,

of

cultured
and

similar to ours of today.
and

Stephane

Lussac-leChateau (Departmenta of Vienne,

Lwoff,

people

jackets

who

with

wore
lapels

This was discovered by
two

French
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hats,

trousers,

and collars very
Leon Pericarad

archeologists,

in

strata

containing caveman relics in 1937.
discovery

upset

the

orthodoxy

It must
of

the

be noted

day

that this

so much that this

discovery is kept under lock and key at

the Musee

de l'Homme in

Paris

cultures

exist in South

(11).

Even

today,

primitive

America and Australia while 747s fly overhead.
The

Incan

Empire

suspension bridges,

has

more

7,000

miles

fortresses and guardhouses.

are stupendous and magnificent.
built with

than

Some

of

of roads,

These buildings

these

structures were

huge stones weighing up to 200 tons that fit together

so well that a knife

blade

could

not

be

forced

between them

(Gaddis 12).
There are

ancient maps

which have

are as accurate as modern ones.

The

survived the years that

famous map

copied from an

ancient map in 1513 by Turkish Admiral Piri Reisshows shows parts
of the world with amazing accuracy.

It

has been

revealed that

newly charted

mountains recently

IIdiscovered" by

the U.S. Army

were already

recorded

map.

very detailed

Antarctic

map

on

published

this
in

mountain ranges which today
These mountain

showed

are buried

the

coastlines

under ice

and

(Norman 121).

ranges were just recently IIdiscovered,1I also. The

Philippe Buache Map of
dividing it

1531

Another

into two

1737 shows
huge islands.

a waterway

across Antarctica

This division was not known

until the International Geophysical Year of 1958 "discovered" the
split along a line of transantarctic mountains through the use of
modern ice-sounding devices.
as well.

There are

many other

ancient maps

It must be noted that these maps were copied from much
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older

maps,

which

implications are
aerial

survey

were

copied

from

earlier

ones.

The

that these maps were the result of a world-wide
(Gaddis

21,22).

Proof

of

other

pre-history

technologies exist, also.
Rock

crystal

discovered

in

lenses

Crete

and

with
Asia

magnifying
and

Asia

interesting one was discovered in Nineveh.
for the Mount

Palomar

Observatory

are

powers
Minor.

have

been

The

most

Only the cast mirrors
larger

with

the glass

weighing 8.8 tons (Gaddis 230).
According

to

Kolosimo,

the Babylonians could describe the

crescent of Venus and its phases.

This knowledge could

not have

been observed without the use of telescopes (207).
The

ancient

Chinese

made

chain

mail

armor

that was 85

percent aluminum (Gaddis 23).
Four-thousand-year-old copper

and bronze

vessels and other

art objects taken from Egyptian tombs have been found plated with
antimony, a silverlike metal. This is
of

metal,

which

requires

evidence of electroplating

the knowledge of electricity (Gaddis

23) .
An ancient hindu manuscript, the Agastya

Samhita, preserved

in the Princes' Library at Ujjain, contains detailed instructions
for the

construction of

an electric

dry-cell battery (Kolosimo

306) .

Not far

from Bagdad in Ctesiphon, home of the Sassanides in

A.D. 226-630, electric batteries were made.
discovered and still work (Kolosimo 159)!
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They

were recently

Apparently the

B. C.

(Kolosimo

Chinese had some type of X-ray device in 259

303).

Razor

blades

4,500

years

old

were

discovered in Egyptian tombs (Kolosimo 305).
In 1900 a party of sponge-divers discovered an ancient Greek
vessel.

Among

the

beautiful

found a

mysterious object

marble

and

bronze

statues they

that was covered with corrosion.

Derek Price of the Institute

of

discovered

"working model of the solar system,

that

it

was

including the earth, sun,

a

Advanced

moon and

Studies

Dr.

at Princeton

planets--a precise, accurate

astronomical computer with gears, wheels and dials that moved the
celestial bodies through their orbits in correct relationship ...
"Finding this device is like finding a jet

plane in

the tomb of

King Tut,1< Dr. Price said (qtd in 25).
And what
they exist?
question.

about flying machines of the terrestial type?
There seems

to

be

much

evidence

Did

concerning this

Models of airplanes 3000 years old have been unearthed

in South America.

There

is

no

doubt

as

to

what

they are.

However, since the story of the Tower of Babel is my thesis,
could flight have been achieved in
so.

ancient Babylon?

Apparently

The wise men of Babylon compiled their laws into a document

known as the Halkartha.

One passage reads:

The privilege of operating a flying machine is great.
The knowledge of flight is among the most ancient of
our inheritances, a gift from Those From On High.
We
received it from them as a means of saving many lives
(qtd in Norman 126).
The Sifala is
believed to

be at

an

ancient

least seven

collection

of

thousand years

- 12 -

Chaldean writing
old.

Y. N.

Iban

A'haraon, an
The

text.

expert
text

on

ancient

contained

civilizations

translated this

instructions for building a flying

machine (Norman 126).
What about the Tower of Babel?
Even these ancient
primitive people would have
understood the folly of attempting to construct a
tower into the heavens.
We believe the "tower" was
actually an effort to duplicate a space ship of some
type; perhaps similar to the rockets we use to send our
own astronauts to the moon.
The "space tower" was
destroyed by the UFO visitors--angels, if you like--to
prevent ancient man from opening the heavens (Norman
33) .
Peter Kolosimo devoted many years studying
of pre-history

space ships.

support his claims.

In his

He
book

the possibilties

has uncovered much evidence to
Not

of

This

World, Kolosimo

wrote the following:
James Churchward, the enigmatic English scholar ... tells
us about a manuscript dealing with arial navies around
15 to 20 thousand years ago.
"Their fuel" he says in a
work written decades
before
people
spoke about
artificial satellites and space ships, "is drawn from
the air in a very simple cheap way.
The motor is
something like a modern turbine ... The ship in which it
is built could revolve as long as it liked around
Earth ...
The Mysor
says:

International

Acadamv

of Sanskrit Studies

"The manuscripts we present in translation from
Sanskrit describe various types of automatic ships
adapted for travel on land, sea or in air and from
planet to planet" (36,37).
Kolosimo

presents

simply

faded

of

pages

In Spaceships in

these in his research.
convincing arguments

hundreds

that the

memories

of

of examples such as

Prehistory, he presents

ancient obelisks
missiles.

- 13 -

He

of the past are
presents

another

interesting

scenario

Romanesque

and

concerning

Gothic

early

architecture

architecture. The early

seems

to

resurrect

the

memories of pre-history missiles.
What can
we say,
then, of another construction
considerably nearer to us in time.
We have shown the
photo of
it to
various friends and asked them
pointblank what it represents.
"A missile," was the unhesitating reply.
Nonetheless,
it is a photo of the minaret of the New Mosque at
Istanbul which gives the idea of a spaceship on its
launching pad (23)!
The towers

added to

the churches

in the Romanesque period

were simply towers to IIreach unto heaven. II

Later as

the occult

connection is explained, this will make more sense.
RETURN TO

MARS was

the title of an article recorded in the

September 24, 1992 issue of Florida Today.
Before the Mars Observer was encapsulated last month
for its voyage to Earth's cold, dead sister planet, the
project manager made a revealing appraisal of the
mission's most unconventional political obligation - to
rephotograph landforms evoking images of a mythic lost
civilization (1).
In

1976,

the

Viking

landforms on the face of Mars.
the Tower
a rocket

of Babel
to

reach

Gaverluk, the

orbiter
According

photographed
to Dr.

unto

heaven,

the

planets.

According to

Mars on their first step to

conquer the Solar System, then the Milky Way

Galaxy, and finally

They were forced to leave their creations on

Mars over 5,000 years ago to
along with

Emil Gaverluk,

was a space launcher, the top first stage of

antediluvians reached

the whole Universe.

odd-shaped

the Rephaim.

face

the

judgement

of

the flood

Concerning these creations on Mars and

the Cheops Pyramid in Egypt, Dr. Guverluk wrote the following:

- 14 -

Viking Orbiter, at 1,162 miles above the surface of
Mars has photographed a huge mile-wide face carved out
of a mountain
staring
into
space;
agricultural
terraces; water courses; Inca City ruins along with a
city around one of the pyramids;
pyramids that look
about the same width as the face whose height may be
half a mile.
We have nothing on earth that matches the
size of these monstrous buildings.
Along with this
scientists have discovered a stupendous laser beam 40
miles above Mars surface that has the equivalent power
of 1,000 nuclear reactors.
National Geographic, March
1984 issue, starts the article on LASERS with this
revelation.
The antediluvians brought a smaller laser
with them with which they carved out not only the
face, but also the pyramids and would construct cities
under ground.
Their larger pyramids would tap into the
electric-magnetic field of
Mars
to
produce the
extremely powerful laser beam that would be used to
turn ice in space into water and hydrogen-oxygen for a
new atmosphere.
If the Cheops Pyramid in Egypt, constructed over 5,000
years ago, says Walter Dimmock, Scientist at TRW in
California, was built on a thin layer of gold, silver
or copper that covered the whole base of 13 acres; with
the daelectric stone sides;
a metallic or crystal
feedhorn at the top: then the whole thing was a GIANT
CAPACITOR to tap into the electromagnetic field of the
earth.
It would also act as a spectacular giant
radioscope more powerful than anything we have on earth
today.
Nicola Telsa at the turn of the century was
working on harnessing the earth's natural electric
power out of the magnetic field.
Obviously in the 20th
century we
are still
far behind the scientific
advancements of the antediluvians (272-273).
One other thing about the
According to

J. R.

Great

Pyramid

Church's Prophecy

when the inner passageways of the

should

in the

be noted.

News news letter,

Great Pyramid

were discovered

in 825 A.D., the walls of the Queen's chamber were encrusted with

a half-inch layer

of

discovered throughout

salt.

Other

the interior

pockets

of

structure.

that the Pyramid must have been before Noah's

salt

have been

This is evidence
flood!

It is the

only man-made structure known to have survived the flood (2).
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The Sons of God, Religion, and the New World Order

Ancient Babylonian

religions, occultism,

UFOs, The New Age

Movement, and the New World Order, strangely enough,
ties; and
time.

are part

of a

have strong

grand plan to deceive mankind one more

Though my story about the Tower of Babylon is meant

to be

entertaining, the reality behind it is not.
The subject of UFOs is not new.
shields," "circles of fire"

Recorded stories of "flying

or "cloudships"

have been

noted by

Egyptian, Greek and Roman historians.
UFOlogists try
are the result
pyramids, the

to convince

of

saucer

visitations

architecture, and

theories.
they

upon

etc.,

beings
Are these

represent

Maltese cross

highly

satellites) ,

intelligent

all past civilizations
this

earth.

The

precise alignment of Greek temples with each other

(forming a perfect occultic
NASA

us that

advanced

were

from

built

outer

something

earthlings can imagine?

ancient
under

space,

beings really
more

In UFOs:

that was

South

the

sinister

and

American

supervision of

according

from other

detected by

to UFOlogist

planets?

Or do

deceptive

Operation Trojan

than

Horse, John

Keel wrote the following:
The UFOs do not seem to exist as tangible, manufactured
objects.
They do not conform to the accepted natural
laws of our environment ... The UFO manifestations seem
to be, by and large, merely minor variations of the
age-old demonological phenomenon (qtd. in North,291).
There is

nothing new

under the

- 16 -

sun.

Today, the UFOs are

back.

They are the same today as they were

and afterward

as recorded

in the

days of Noah

in the book of Genesis.

They are the

Sons of God.

They are

Satanic

ministers of

light in

order to

days.

In an attempt to

entities

posing

as

angels and

deceive the world in these last

destroy the

true messages

of the Bible

they have come as visitors from outer space (Segraves 168).
They come

with familiar occult themes.

is the evolution of man.
achieving

a

leap

of

powerful being in the

One of these themes

They promise man that he is
being

and

evolving

future (North

into

292).

capable of

a

much

They come

same great lie that Satan told Eve, that "man is god."
with the same belief that is "coincidently" the
Age

movement's

belief

system.

more

with the
They come

same as

the New

"The New Age movement believes

that they will soon create a mystical, pseudo-political

shift to

an entirely new kind of life on earth," (Stearman 4).
The Great Lie.
It is the foundation stone of Hinduism,
Buddhism, Sufism,
Jainism,
Sikhism,
Taoism, the
Kabbala, the Greek Hermetic and Eleusinian Gnostic
beliefs, Neoplatonism, all the occult creeds from
Theosophy and the Masonic orders to the Rosicrucians,
as well as too many cults to mention.
It is the
central foundation stone of the New Age movement
(Brooke 233).
There are
Babylonian

obvious

mysteries,

connections
and

Whitely Strieber claimed to
alien in

charge of

reminded

him

occult.

have been

UFOs,

the ancient

In his book COMMUNION,

abducted by

aliens.

She

had "huge,

staring eyes

of the

He felt she was old in the sense of antiquity.
of

The

the abduction was described by Strieber as a

woman, though not earthly.
old gods ... "

the

between

an

ancient

Babylonian

- 17 -

deity

called

She

Ishtar

(Stearman 4).
This is

The

very enlightening.

Ishtar, the same demonic

entity

UFO aliens

that

the

are linked to

pagans

worshiped as

Astarte or Diana in the past.
Often,

people

who

have

been

abducted

in

described a symbol that the aliens often wear

the UFOs have

on their uniforms.

It is a serpent with wings (Norman 190).
This insignia ... look(s)
like a snake with wings.
Although much speculation has been made concerning this
particular insignia, let it be stated that the winged
serpent or flying serpent has played a great role in
the legends
and traditions of Central and South
America ... The significance of this emblem and the many
sightings of people and beings with the winged serpent
on their chest and the use of the winged serpent in
folklore certainly may be a key in learning their
identity.
Some people have even suggested that it may
be significant of the story of Adam and Eve considering
the role of the serpent (Seagraves 56).
This serpent is a symbol for Satan, and is Satan.
Bible prophecies

and the

world conditions

demonic appearances is not coincidental.
angelic

world.

John

Happening?, discussed

the

Weldon,

in

parallel

today, the timing of
These UFOs

UFOs:
world

Comparing

What
in

on

are of the
Earth

conjunction with

UFOs.
The parallel world ... is a very full world, occupied by
a variety of beings and entities, rather like the world
we see.
The Bible characterizes the spiritual world as
experiencing ongoing warfare on the angelic level--the
very sons of God are in contention.
We see it clearly
in the painful experiences of Job, and we will see it
objectively revealed in the Tribulation to come.
The Book of Revelation presents quite a different world
from that which we are accustomed to: in the end times
of Revelation,
the spiritual beings of good and evil
will make themselves manifest on the Earth, and there
will be no further doubt as to what sort of conflict

- 18 -

is

has been going on in their Province (qtd in Tanner 20).
The UFO phenomonen is part of an on going plan to change our
perception

as

a

Since the re-birth of Israel in 1948,

race.

there has been an increased amount of sightings of flying saucers
worldwide. Face

to face

encounters have become more common, and

most people no longer ridicule the thought of UFOs as being real.
Many now

believe that

these entities

survival on this planet.
now

to

willing

may be

our only hope for

Many will welcome them.

spend

60

billion

dollars

Modern man is
to

build

radioscopes in order to contact these "space beings."
is

eager

to

get

their

information,

space

giant

Modern man

experience, their

scientific knowhow and particularly their "power" (Gaverluk 271).

Consequently,
deception.

mankind

However, this

Satan, the

Serpent, has

is

being

should not
been deceiving

prepared
come as

for

a

great

any surprise, as

man since Adam and Eve.

This deception begins with religion.
The Devil uses camouflages to keep his worship hidden.
The Sun and Nimrod were only a front used by Lucifer to
get multitudes to bow before him.
However, the first
camouflage he used to deceive Adam and Eve was the
serpent.
The very thing Satan used to deceive Adam and
Eve became eventually one of the most sacred symbols of
Sun worship (Anderson 31).
Today we have a great universal church with
members

observing

Nimrod, Semiramis,
are

old

pagan

December 25,

for

traditions
and her

practices
example,

originated

by

lover/son Tammuz.
that

have

Christians

- 19 -

its millions of
Lucifer

through

These traditions

been "Christianized."
celebrate

the

On

birth of

Christ instead

Christ

of Tammuz.

was not born on December 25.

Christians celebrate Easter with its sunrise services and colored
eggs in

memory of

Christ's resurrection.

However, it really is

the observation of the Ishtar's Festival honoring a risen Tammuz.
(Ishtar is

pronounced as

Easter). This

past included a drunken orgy
humans to

which

included

the Sun-god and moon-gods.

on crosses.

the

not

today, originated
appear

in

the

sacrifices of

These sacrifices were hung

And of course the religion of the

warmly embraced
cross did

festival in the ancient

mother and child,

in Babylon

"Christian"

(Smith 6-7).
religion

The

until the

Catholic Church introduced it.
It

has

been

proven

that

the

worship

of Nimrod and the

Mysteries of Babylon were transplanted into Egypt and
were eventually
born.

What

usually

Greece and

absorbed into Rome where the Catholic Church was

college

text

Catholicism;

books

and

paganism, Babylonianism.

refer

to

as

Christianity is

Catholicism is simply Christianized

Concerning the Catholic

Church, in the

famous The Two Babylons or The Papal Worship, subtitled Proved to
be THE WORSHIP OF NIMROD AND

HIS WIFE,

the late

Rev. Alexander

Hislop wrote,
Let every Christian henceforth and for ever treat it as
an outcast from the pale of Christianity.
Instead of
speaking of it as a Christian Church,
let it be
recognised and regarded as the Mystery of Iniquity,
yea, as the very Synagogue of Satan (282).
The Two
practices

of

Babylons shows
the

Babylonian paganism.

Roman

without any

cult

have

been

doubt that
brought

all of the
over

from

Worship (or veneration) of the Virgin Mary

- 20 -

is really the
Babylon.

worship

of

Venus,

Astarte,

and

it

comes from

The center of this system is Satanic.

Likenesses of Semiramis and her son have appeared on
coins, statues, murals, and in all manner of temple
icons.
She is the great goddess--from Diana of the
Wiccans and neo-pagans of today, as well as of the
ancient world (one thinks of the great temple of Diana
in Ephesus), to the great goddess of India, Shakti.
Her name has changed many times through history, as has
that of her avatar son.
She was heavenly Venus or
Cybele, Jove's wife, mother of Janus, the god with the
all-seeing-eye.
She was also Minerva, Europa, Ceres,
and Ashtoreth.
In India she appears in many forms
(Brook 243).
According to the

Book

Babylonian influence
the

conspiracy

government.

of

forcing

the

world

world

to

church of

be involved in

submit

to

a world

Nimrod, will arise.

And the

And like Nimrod, he will be against God.

number

world government and its

a

Church) will

leader. like

world will worship him.
the

Revelation.

(the Catholic

A world

Interestingly,

of

666

is

somehow

international

involved with this

banking

system (Genesis

13).

As was already noted, the serpent is the symbol of the Sun-

god.

It is interesting to note that the Greek names used for the

Sun-gods in the past add up to 668 (Anderson 81).
There are

two organizations today whose goals have been and

are a development of a one world government under the auspices of
the United

Nations.

By deceiving the American people, they have

successfully been destroying the economic, moral, and educational
fabric

of

this

nation

through

the control of the news media,

education, and the Federal Reserve.
Trilateral

Commission

and

the

These organizations are really

These organizations

Council

on

Foreign Relations.

sister organizations
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are the

whose roots

can be

traced back

to the

formed in 1776 by an Adam
themselves not

Illumanati, a Luciferic organization
Wieshapt.

These organizations expose

only by their actions and deceptions, but through

their logos as well.
The logos of both of these organizations speak louder
than words.
The Trilateral logo is an interlocking
system of three arrows, each designed to suggest the
number "6.
Thus: 6-6-6.
The shape and projectory of
these arrows causes a triangle of three parts to be
formed.
In occult paganism, this represents the unholy
trinity of deities worshipped in the ancient Mystery
Religions.
The arrows point to lithe One, symbolically
meaning that all things are eventually to come under
the domination and control of the Secret Brotherhood
and, eventually, its Antichrist leader.
Meanwhile, the
Council on Foreign Relations has used a logo of a
rider on a white horse.
To understand the horrendous
meaning of the curious logo,
we need only turn to
Revelation 6 of our Bibles.
There, we discover that
the first of the dreadful and bloody Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse is the rider on the white horse (Marrs
II

II

1) .

It should
the CFR

are

be noted

that both

controlled

wealthy elitists;

by

the

the same

the Trilateral Commision and
same,

small

inner

circle of

people who control the international

banks and our Federal Reserve.
Just for interest,
Clinton

is

a

member

Stockdale is a member
Trilaterlists and

Ross
of
of

CFR; and

Perot

both
the

is

a

member

of

the CFR;

the Trilateralists and the CFR;
CFR;

Gore

is

a

member

of the

of course George Bush, member of the

occultic organization known as the Skull and Bones Society, " was
the chairman of the CFR and the Trilateralists.
Satan likes
followers.
It is

to use symbols, perhaps to communicate with his

They are found everywhere.

one of

the oldest

and most

- 22 -

The

eye is

one example.

important symbols of Masonry

(which can be traced back to Egyptian and
The

eye

represents

Nimrod).

This

documents, and

the

Osiris

symbol

United States dollar bill
pyramid, another

(Osiris

dominates

now dominates

Babylonian Mysteries).

the

the back

(Still

was
top

of

most

Masonic

of the Great Seal of the

24).

occultic symbol.

another name for

The

eye

is

over the

(The eye is also CBS's logo,

as the rising sun is ABC's, and the peacock is NBC's, all ancient
occultic

symbols).

The

eagle

clutching

the

13

arrows,

thirteen olives is really a phoenix, another occultic symbol.
course, thirteen

represents confusion

number among Satanists and witches.
phoenix's

head

are

shaped

as

of the

Of

and is a highly respected

The thirteen

stars over the

pentagrams, which form a larger

pentagram, a very occultic symbol.
the bottom

and

Is this all coincidental?

pyramid appears

a number

When they are added together the sum is 666.

At

in Roman numerals.
The translation of

the Latin inscription circling the pyramid is "The Birth of a New
World Order!"
This

is

available.

an

This

is not

extremely

accidental.

brief

We have

paper considering the information

There are literally thousands upon thousands of pages

of documentation

concerning the

New World

Order, UFOs, and the

New Age movement, and their influence on this
has warned

been warned!

world.

us about these things coming upon us.

that these occultic manifestations are not

The Bible

It has told us

new; rather

they are

expected to play the important part in these last days.
The

American

people

are

being deceived; and the world is

being set up for the greatest deception since the Tower of Babel.
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Today, with the advent of the Space Program, the New World Order,
and the rise of occultism, nothing is new under the Sun!
"We're Back!"

- 24 -

The Ne-:w Age Mo'Uement
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